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• Motivation 
• Context 
• Method 
• Initial findings  
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Pioneering science of science 

De Solla Price, 1965 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working in the tradition of science of science



Prevalence of Teams & Team Dominance 

Teams get more Citations than Solo 
authored Papers 

Wuchty, Jones and Uzzi , 2007 

21.1 Million Papers from 1945-2006 
1.9 Million Worldwide Patents 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solo scientist to 



Team Growth has Created Vast Cross University Networks 

Between-school collaborations have a impact 
advantage over within-school collaborations all 
tiers.      Harvard+Stanford > Harvard+Harvard  

Jones, Wuchty, and Uzzi, 2008 

Single Authored, within, and between school papers 

Hard Sciences 

Marginal advantages are calculated from regressions that include field, team size, and year fixed effects (p< .0001).  Each pairing is a separate regression. SE are clustered.  Data cover 95-05. 
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Social Sciences Humanities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Between-school collaborations have a non-trivial impact advantage over within-school collaborations at every tier.  2)  Top school partners amplify the Between School Collaboration impact advantage.  Harvard Stanford trumps Harvard HarvardThis finding may challenge claims that within-school collaboration provides decisive advantages by lowering communication and monitoring costs, conveying tacit information, and enabling impromptu interaction.  3) “Strongest-link” rather than a “weakest-link” model of scientific teamwork



Disambiguation & Doubt 

• Team size from length of name list 
– Two name variants for one author = two-person team 
 

• Cross-institution teams 
– Two institutions affiliated with one person, as opposed 

to two institutions across two people 
 

• Ambiguity about both nodes and ties 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My coauthors and I take a step back and say – groups and group diversity – suggestive that networks matter, but we don’t have the networkIt would be an incremental contribution to re-run these studies after disambiguation



Ideas evolving over networks 
 
Modeling touchstones:    Genetics, Epidemics 
 
Time scales:         Tweets, Trading Decisions, IMs, Rumors,   
   Scientific papers, Patents, Ideologies,    
 Nation-states, Religions 
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“Ignoring 
frontiers is an 
essential catalyst 
for creative 
thought. Ideas 
should flow 
without 
hindrance in their 
natural course.”  
  
     
 
Michael Atiyah 
Cambridge University 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Atiyah makes several claims. First is that ideas “can” flow, a positive claim. Then the normative claim that they should flow. That interdisciplinarity leads to creativity. And that there is a “natural course” that ideas can follow when they’re flowing



12 Math Genealogy Project 2012 



Math Genealogy Project 
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Switanek, Bagrow, Brockmann, Uzzi 



Advisor Fecundity 

Malmgren et al 2010 14 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parenthetically, work at Northwestern has explored one feature of this network.What is truly exciting is linking the scholarly output.



Scholars have lives 

Scholars produce students 
 
 

Advisor 

Student 1 

Student 2 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay maybe scholars don’t have lives… ;)The two things scholars generate that we track in this project are the production of papers and the production of studentsTopics have life courses, too:Human minds, journals, departments are substrate for topic / meme reproduction



Scholars have lives 

Scholars produce students and papers 
 
 
 

Advisor 

Student 1 

Student 2 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay maybe scholars don’t have lives… ;)The two things scholars generate that we track in this project are the production of papers and the production of studentsTopics have life courses, too:Human minds, journals, departments are substrate for topic / meme reproduction



Scholars (and topics) have lives 

Scholars produce students and papers 
 
 
 
 
 
…but first we need to get the dots on the lines. 
 

Advisor 

Student 1 

Student 2 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay maybe scholars don’t have lives… ;)The two things scholars generate that we track in this project are the production of papers and the production of studentsTopics have life courses, too:Human minds, journals, departments are substrate for topic / meme reproduction



The missing mapping 

WoS Papers 

WoS Names 

Authors 

MGP Names 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But first we need to be able to link the web of science data to the nodes of the mgp
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pure mathematics
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Hacking forward: WoS 

• Identifying information 
– Last name 
– (one or more initials) 
– (First name) 
– Publication year 
– (Institutions affiliated with publication) 
– Publication journal 
 (items in parentheses not uniformly available) 
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Hacking forward: MGP 
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Procedure 

Collect papers from journals 
Collect names from articles 
Check names against MGP/MR names 
Check pub year against MGP author career span 
Check coauthors against students 
Check organization against MGP author orgs 
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Prefiltering by Journal 
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Check names against MGP 

• Include MRA name variants 
• If in list, keep 
• Find lastname in MGP with small edit distance 
• Check initials, score similarity 

 
• WoS uses ASCII 
• MGP uses unicode 
• python unidecode package 
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Check year against MGP career span 

• Infer career span from PhD grad date and grad 
dates of author’s students (if any) 

• Record overlap, gap, gap direction 
– Accept less gap in before-PhD direction 
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Hacking forward: MGP 
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Check coauthors against students 

 
 
Count coauthors among the author’s students 
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Check organizations against MGP 

• Infer set of organizations from PhD grad 
institution and grad institutions of author’s 
students (if any) 

• Location 
– Missing until 1972, affiliations not linked to AU 
– Inferred from student graduation institutions 
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Hacking forward: MGP 
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Varying Parameters & Spot Checking 

 
A hack… 
 
Inspired here to be more principled with next 
iteration / expansion 
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Matched 
Subgraph of 

Math 
Genealogy 

Project 
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title Doi-Hopf modules, Yetter-Drinfel'd modules and Frobenius type properties 

abstract We study the following question: when is the right adjoint of the forgetful functor from 
the category of (H, A, C)-Doi-Hopf modules to the category of A-modules also a left 
adjoint? We can give some necessary and sufficient conditions; one of the equivalent 
conditions is that C x A and the smash product A # C* are isomorphic as (A, A # C*)-
bimodules. The isomorphism can be described using a generalized type of integral. Our 
results may be applied to some specific cases. In particular, we study the case A = H, and 
this leads to the notion of k-Frobenius H-module coalgebra. In the special case of Yetter-
Drinfel'd modules over a field, the right adjoint is also a left adjoint of the forgetful 
functor if and only if H is finite dimensional and unimodular. 

keywords DOI-HOPF-MODULES FROBENIUS-EXTENSIONS HOPF-ALGEBRAS YETTER-DRINFEL'D-
MODULES ALGEBRAS CATEGORIES 

references Gradings of finite support. Application to injective objects HOMOLOGICAL COALGEBRA 
UNIFYING HOPF MODULES ON FROBENIUS EXTENSIONS DEFINED BY HOPF-ALGEBRAS 
PHYSICS FOR ALGEBRAISTS - NONCOMMUTATIVE AND NONCOCOMMUTATIVE HOPF-
ALGEBRAS BY A BICROSSPRODUCT CONSTRUCTION MODULES GRADED BY G-SETS WHEN 
HOPF ALGEBRAS ARE FROBENIUS ALGEBRAS MINIMAL QUASI-TRIANGULAR HOPF-
ALGEBRAS YETTER-DRINFELD CATEGORIES ASSOCIATED TO AN ARBITRARY BIALGEBRA 
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN HOPF IDEALS AND SUB-HOPF ALGEBRAS QUANTUM 
GROUPS AND REPRESENTATIONS OF MONOIDAL CATEGORIES 
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title Doi-Hopf modules, Yetter-Drinfel'd modules and Frobenius type properties 

abstract We study the following question: when is the right adjoint of the forgetful functor from 
the category of (H, A, C)-Doi-Hopf modules to the category of A-modules also a left 
adjoint? We can give some necessary and sufficient conditions; one of the equivalent 
conditions is that C x A and the smash product A # C* are isomorphic as (A, A # C*)-
bimodules. The isomorphism can be described using a generalized type of integral. Our 
results may be applied to some specific cases. In particular, we study the case A = H, and 
this leads to the notion of k-Frobenius H-module coalgebra. In the special case of Yetter-
Drinfel'd modules over a field, the right adjoint is also a left adjoint of the forgetful 
functor if and only if H is finite dimensional and unimodular. 

keywords DOI-HOPF-MODULES FROBENIUS-EXTENSIONS HOPF-ALGEBRAS YETTER-DRINFEL'D-
MODULES ALGEBRAS CATEGORIES 

references Gradings of finite support. Application to injective objects HOMOLOGICAL COALGEBRA 
UNIFYING HOPF MODULES ON FROBENIUS EXTENSIONS DEFINED BY HOPF-ALGEBRAS 
PHYSICS FOR ALGEBRAISTS - NONCOMMUTATIVE AND NONCOCOMMUTATIVE HOPF-
ALGEBRAS BY A BICROSSPRODUCT CONSTRUCTION MODULES GRADED BY G-SETS WHEN 
HOPF ALGEBRAS ARE FROBENIUS ALGEBRAS MINIMAL QUASI-TRIANGULAR HOPF-
ALGEBRAS YETTER-DRINFELD CATEGORIES ASSOCIATED TO AN ARBITRARY BIALGEBRA 
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN HOPF IDEALS AND SUB-HOPF ALGEBRAS QUANTUM 
GROUPS AND REPRESENTATIONS OF MONOIDAL CATEGORIES 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Map down to smaller space – semantic, map onto the pieces that scholars might draw from as they bring together old eyes and extend
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Lang, S 
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Collaboration & 
Topic Attention 
 
“At every stage my 
mathematical 
trajectory was a 
very social process, 
in which close 
friendships were 
formed, which 
broadened my 
horizons.”  
     
Michael Atiyah 
Cambridge University 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Atiyah makes a positive claim



     “I realized I had 
everything I needed to 
prove the resolution of 
singularities in all 
dimensions. The bits and 
pieces of technical ideas 
came together and 
crystallized into a single 
proof, based upon what I 
had acquired earlier: (1) 
commutative algebra 
from Kyoto, (2) 
geometry of polynomials 
from Harvard, (3) 
globalization technique 
from IHES [in Paris]. I 
called this my Lucky 
Triplet.” 

 Heisuke Hironaka 
 Harvard University 42 

Geography & Topics 



Questions 
• Life course of topic attention within author 

– Focused, or spread 
– Competing influences: Advisor, collaborators, fads, 

geography 
 

• Life course of topics themselves 
– Contagion, reproduction number 
– Carrying capacity, ecology of ideas 

43 
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